Daring to Change:
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the Leadership We Need Now
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Within each of us, right now, is everything we need to thrive in the face of complexity and change. We just have to decide whether or not we are willing to do the work, whether or not we are willing to lead a more daring life.

The program will begin with an introduction of the subject matter including the leadership “voices” construct that guides our work. Through a storytelling framework, you will hear a story from David Berry’s experience to set the tone for each section after which you will be invited to reflect on and share a story of your own.

This program will help leaders:
- Understand three leadership “voices” necessary to sustain continuous learning while increasing both engagement and ownership with your team
- Be aware of the connection between continuous learning and effective leadership
- Reflect on their own change experiences, normalize the more difficult elements of change leadership, and consider concrete strategies for increasing their leadership effectiveness in the face of change

DAVID BERRY
David Berry is the author of the book A More Daring Life: Finding Voice at the Crossroads of Change and the founder of RULE13 Learning, through which he inspires the conversations necessary for leaders and their organizations to thrive at the crossroads of change.

As a professional speaker, author and consultant he shares ideas that inspire more meaning, connection and learning in both ideas and organizational life.

David holds certifications from the Hudson Institute of Coaching and the Institute for Conversational Leadership. He was educated at Loyola Marymount University where he earned a Bachelor’s in Humanities and a Master’s in Education.